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High performing organizations are accustomed to execution and accomplishment of their strategic goals irrespective of the complexity and volatility of the external environment, and at the same time are capable of producing exemplary sustainable results.

These organizations are characterized by six significant traits:

**Nurturing talent** to create an environment where employees are able to maximize their contributions and performance, is the foremost characteristic for these organizations.

A **focus on outcomes**, empowers team members to enhance value of services, improve processes, optimize usage of resources and enhance performances.

**Change management** and the ability to transition helps these organisations to maintain a competitive advantage.

The **culture of accountability** enables high performing organizations to create efficient structures and systems.

Continuous focus on **patient engagement strategies** enhances the patient experience and loyalty.

The leadership encourages **innovation**.

Just like having a **third eye**, high performing organizations, introspect and check performance and levels of achievement for further progress.
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